Astronomy & Space Science Summer Camp

Grades : 2 - 3
Stories of Universe

with Neil & Nysa

Meet the
Sun’s Family

To begin with our learnings of universe, it is essential to understand
the system we live in. In this session,
come along with us on a journey to
explore the sun and the planetary
system through an interesting solar
system activity.
`

Go away,
the Shadow Monster
A little friend once asked
me ‘What is wrong with
the sun today? Seems
like a dark shadow is
eating the sun.’ I smiled
and explained it is an
eclipse. The game of
shadows and light is
very fascinating. In the
process
learn
about
transparent, translucent
and opaque objects.

Zoom!!!
Goes the
Space Shuttle
Space seemed too far to reach
for mankind. The development
of space vehicles brought
space within our reach. Space
shuttle program is one of the
milestones in the journey to
reach space breaking every
boundary with its roar during
launches. Join us to learn more
about this special program and
why was it shut later. Make a
mini space shuttle paper model
and learn the parts through it.

Moon, Moon
when will you
be full again?

Do you know, in ancient days people
used to think that somebody is eating
the moon everyday and that is why it
changes its shape. But with progress
in space science exploration, the
reason was very clear. Join us to learn
the changing phases of the moon and
the reason behind it.

Digging all the way
to the Center of the Earth

Once my dog started digging the ground in
the garden. I guess he was bored! Well, he got
tired of digging because it never ended. I
laughed at that time but it all left me with a
question-What’s beneath the ground? I got the
answer and I am all ready to explain it to you
with a fun activity. Are you?

About Stem & Space
We are a niche educational firm with a focus
on the integration of Science, Technology,
Engineering & Math (STEM) principles conveyed through the wonders of space science
and astronomy. We develop and conduct
hands on engaging sessions with children to
create awareness and foster curiosity to build
scientific temparment and interest in science
and technology at very early age.
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